
Part #2: 
Innovation Project

More than Robots…



FLL Overview: Project

All around us, there are opportunities to play and be active – from open 
parks to cement courts, in our classrooms, and even when we’re waiting in 

line. But more and more people are not active enough. Playing makes 
being active more fun. You get creative when you want to play, and it’s this 

creativity that can help motivate us to be more active.

• Identify a specific problem linked to people not being active enough.

• Research your problem and your solution ideas.

• Design a new piece of technology or improve an existing one.

• Share your solution, collect feedback and iterate on your design.

• Pitch your solution at an event.



FLL Overview: Project



FLL Overview: Project

Teams are assessed on their Project in two areas: 

Presentation: 5 min to tell the judges about the team’s solution. Any
format, any style!

Interview: 5 min to answer questions from the judges.

Coaches and parents are welcome to observe, BUT:

• Time to enter counts against total team time

• Coaches and parents cannot speak, help or participate in ANY
way.



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Ratings

Categories

Comments



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Part 1: Identify

Define Problem: Aim for “Fully Clear definition”

Research: Aim for “wide variety” and “quality”



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Part 2: Design

Idea Generation: Provide evidence of LOTS of brainstorming and/or
alternate ideas involving the team.

Planning: Well thought-out design planning that involved ALL team
members



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Part 3: Create

Development: How well is the idea developed? Note requirement
for innovation and target of a LOT of development

Model/Drawing: How is the idea represented? Level of detail
important.



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Part 4: Iterate

Sharing: Aim for a LOT of sharing of the solution.

Improvements: Record how the solution changed based on
feedback. Provide a LOT of evidence.



FLL Overview: Project Rubric

Part 5: Communicate

Presentation: Aim for VERY engaging presentation.

Effective: Does the presentation CLEARLY show the solution and its
impact?





Innovation Project

Unofficial Rules

Produced by Project Bucephalus



FLL Unofficial Rules: Project

What makes a good Innovation Project? 
What makes a good Presentation? 

We’ll let you know when we find out!

• The Innovation Project is the most open-ended part of
the FIRST LEGO League.

• We are constantly getting new ideas and approaches

• A brilliant approach one season may be completely unsuitable
the next.

• These “unofficial rules” work for our team – but that doesn’t
mean you can’t do better!



FLL Unofficial Rules: Project

#1: Research the Project

The Project has rules. Read the Engineering Notebook and 
Challenge Guide to understand which subjects are valid!



FLL Unofficial Rules: Project

#2: Don’t Fear the Rubric
In fact, the rubric is a great template for your Innovation 
Project. It shows exactly what the Judges are looking for! 



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#3: Research, Research, Research

You can never do too much research! 

Don’t rely on Google. Include documentaries, articles, 
books, interviews with professionals, and hands-on 

experiments.

Multiple Sources!



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#4: Keep it Professional.

Involve as many Professionals as possible in your Project. 

An emailed list of questions can be just as valuable as a 
personal interview.



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#5: Milk it for all it’s worth

Every team has their own opportunities and perspectives. 

Location, Hobbies, Jobs, Contacts – these are all 
opportunities. Use them in research, solution, or even the 

presentation!



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#6: Start with your passions

Begin your Research in areas where team members are 
enthusiastic. The results may surprise you!

Stage, sporting field, or great outdoors can all provide 
unique problems to be solved. 



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#7: Rocket-powered wheelchairs 
are cool

Don’t restrict your ideas to “Sensible” solutions. 

Sometimes crazy ideas are fun, interesting, and valuable. 
Just remember to treat them seriously



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#8: Never underestimate the 
power of an idea

Don’t be too quick to dismiss a Project idea. 

Many good solutions have come from ideas that initially 
seemed “lame”, uninspiring, or just a lost cause. 



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#9: Escape the Obvious

(Suggestion Only)

“Obvious” subjects will be tackled by lots of teams,  
particularly those mentioned in the Game Manual. 

Look for something unusual!

Focus on a narrow area rather than an entire field – and 
then look for a broader application. 



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#10: Join the Circus
Presentations can involve music, drama, special effects, 

gymnastics, dancing, mime, or ANYTHING you can think of.

Be impressive. Be passionate. Be outrageous!



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#11: 300 seconds

…that’s how long you get for your Presentation. Don’t 
waste a single one.

• Set the scene and characters in the first few seconds –
even if your presentation DOESN’T involve a skit.

• Go over the script and look for words to remove or 
shorten.

• Start strong and be memorable.

• Rehearse!



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#12: The first read-through 
should always go long

This is a good sign! Yes, you WILL have to cut material, but 
it’s a sign of good research.

If you have time to spare, go and visit an extra 
professional or two (or read more books).



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#13: FAQ (and Answers)

The Judges will ask questions: How do you prepare?

Get the team used to being interviewed BEFORE the 
tournament



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#14: Imitation is the sincerest 
form of flattery.

Murphy’s Law for Innovation Projects…

The closer you are to your tournament, the more likely you 
are to discover someone has just solved the problem you 

are researching…or has come up with the same idea!

Don’t let this discourage your team. 

Research this new solution as part of your Project



Unofficial Rules of FLL

#15: The Good Project

Understand the purpose of the Innovation Project: 
Discovery

A Good Project will see your team members exploring, 
learning, and asking questions. Anything else is a bonus.





Innovation Project

Presentation Encore

2015 “World Class” World Festival (USA)



Presentation: Encore



Presentation: Encore



Presentation: Encore

2015 Encore Presentations:
• Team 2096: Royal Robots (https://youtu.be/4sBDx83eqBk)
• Team 23600: Intersection Coniuro (https://youtu.be/MflMLREQlUU)
• Team 7767: Hippie Pandas (https://youtu.be/qwDbG7KcB0c)
• Team 24200: SESI Big Bang (https://youtu.be/BDUAw-IssV0) 

Project B Animal Allies (Denmark)

https://youtu.be/4sBDx83eqBk
https://youtu.be/MflMLREQlUU
https://youtu.be/qwDbG7KcB0c
https://youtu.be/BDUAw-IssV0
https://5985projectb.sharepoint.com/sites/ProjectBTeaching/Shared%20Documents/General/FLL%20Lessons/FLL%20Presentation%20Animal%20Allies%20ProjectB%20Denmark%20.MOV




Innovation Project

Documentation

Helping the Judges Remember You



Project: Documentation

Start Simple: 1-Page Handout

• Team Photo/Logo

• Problem Summary

• Solution Summary

• Solution Picture/Drawing

• List of Sources/Research

• List of Professionals/Sharing

• Alternate Ideas



Project: Documentation

Work to Comprehensive…

Remember:

• This method is overkill for 
most teams

• International Standard

• Schooling




